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d a vid
san ci ou s
Keyboards for Sting and Peter Gabriel

Since the ’70s, David Sancious has been the keyboardist

David grew up in a family of music lovers in Asbury Park, New

of choice for some of the world’s greatest recording

Jersey. “Our house was like an FM radio station,” he recalls. “Part

artists.

of the day would be classical, and then someone would walk in and

He made his name as a member of Bruce Springsteen’s original
E Street band, providing the virtuosic piano flurries that lent so much
color and drama to the Boss’s early sound. That would have been
enough to enshrine any player in the sideman’s hall of fame. But

put on some other kind of music. No one ever said ‘This is good
music and this is bad music.’ As a result, I was hard-pressed to find
any music that I couldn’t find something to like about or learn from.
It was a fantastic environment for being exposed to music.”

Sancious went on to perform with such musical giants as Aretha

David’s mother was his first music teacher. “She was a schoolteacher

Franklin, Eric Clapton, Santana, and Jeff Beck. And for decades he’s

by profession, but she loved to play when she had the time. Classical

been an on-and-off member of both Sting’s and Peter Gabriel’s

was her favorite form of music. Meanwhile, I got a love of jazz and

bands.

blues from my father. I also had two older brothers. One loved

This year, both gigs are definitely on: Sancious spent the early part
of this year on the road with Sting only to go straight into rehearsals

avant-garde jazz, and the other loved folk and rock-and-roll. And I
was on the receiving end of all of it!”

with Gabriel once the tour ended. “I’ve been playing with Sting and

David progressed to classical lessons with a professional teacher,

Peter Gabriel for about 25 years,” he says. “In some ways, these

and soon began playing club gigs. He met Springsteen outside a

tours feel like coming home. But at the same time, it feels different,

club where the singer was organizing a jam session. Sancious played

and not just because we all look different! Both those artists like to

with him through Born to Run in 1975, after which he departed to

update their music. You’re always taking a new look at the material.”

pursue his own band, Tone.
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Sancious is a longtime Yamaha keyboard player. These days he plays

That respect for composition informs David’s sideman work. “It’s

two MOTIFs: an XS and an XF. “The MOTIF XS is the only instrument

usually most musical to keep the focus on the song itself,” he says.

I have onstage with Sting. I can do absolutely everything with it. I’m

“The song isn’t a vehicle for you to display your talents. It’s not there

not triggering other sounds — everything comes from the MOTIF,
thanks to its multitimbral capabilities. For Sting, the sounds are
mostly organic-sounding: acoustic and electric pianos. Hammond

to show what a great soloist you are. The song just exists. It has its
own life without anyone lending their particular skills, other than
enough basic ability to simply play the song.”

organs and cathedral organs. Mallet percussion. All sorts of string
sound: pads, pizzicatos, big ensembles, small chamber sounds. It’s
amazing what you can pull out of that one instrument.”
David swears by the feel as well as the sounds: “The MOTIF has
the most realistic acoustic piano feel available. It’s well built and it

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rK4YqMTqnP0
This interview was first published on the website
http://www.yamahaentertainmentgroup.com/

travels well. It’s proven very reliable over the years. It’s just a brilliant
design.”
Sancious remains the best sort of virtuoso: the kind who knows when
virtuosity is appropriate, and when it’s better to play with restraint.
His solo records—both the jazz-fusion discs he recorded in the ’70s
and the solo piano recordings he’s issued in recent years—display
the extent of his keyboard skills. But he insists that both his ornate
solo work and understated accompaniments spring from his love of
musical composition.
“Hearing great compositions and being inspired by them is what
made me get involved in music,” he states. “Some of the earliest
pieces I remember hearing were compositions by Beethoven and
Mozart, and later, great jazz composers such as Duke Ellington.That
music was the incentive for me to play. Later, over the course of
learning my instruments, I acquired other skills, like soloing.”
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MO TI F X F - OS- T un i n g 2 0 14!
Fi r mw a re - Up d a te
to Ver s i on 1. 5

Since synthesizers are run by their own operating

Other interesting new effect programs are added to the sections

system (OS), it is possible to extend its functionality

distortion and amp simulation, the following table lists all new

without having to modify the hardware. Updates of

algorithms:

the firmware version often contain bug fixes and small
improvements. Sometimes, however, there is a genuine
added value - as with the new version 1.5.
The MOTIF XF is known to be equipped with a very high-quality
effects section. With the new OS additional effect algorithms are
integrated, which are a very valuable addition to its existing effects.

• US Combo		

American combo

• Jazz Combo		

Jazz combo amp simulator

• US High Gain

American high gain amp simulator

• British Lead		

British stack amp simulator

• Multi Efx		
• Small Stereo		

Stereo distortion for guitar

• British Combo

British combo amp simulator

• British Legend

British stack amp simulator

The high-density reverb already used in the CP4 Stage and in the
Tyros 5 is thus now also available in the MOTIF XF. The expansion
offers three new reverb variants - HD HALL, HD ROOM, and HD
PLATE. The reverb sounds very natural and makes all honor to its

Especially the multi-effect device (Multi Efx) is a very interesting

‚HD‘ designation. Especially with instruments such as piano, guitar,

addition. It offers the possibility to create a combination of several

brass and strings these reverbs come to very good effect.

effects in one single insert path.
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The following multi-effect programs are to choose from as basic
presets:
• Distortion Solo

(Distortion & Echo)

• Distortion Basic

(Distortion & Short Delay)

• Overdrive Chorus
• Crunch Wah
• Oldies Delay
• Vintage Echo
Within one of the listed ‚Multi-Efx‘ programs the following
components may be contained (see illustration above):
• Compressor
• Wah
• Distortion
• Speaker-Simulation
• Phaser
• Flanger/Chorus/Echo/Delay

The iOS applications „Performance Editor Essential“, „Multi Editor
Essential“, and „Voice Editor Essential“ and the standalone / VST
MOTIF Editor will be provided with appropriate updates. The VST
Editor is compatible with the latest version of Cubase 7.5..
Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)

As already said this extensive combination of effects only uses one
insert path! So you can give your virtual MOTIF guitarist another
effect using the second insert path and use the new HD Reverb for
a room simulation.
Of course all effects are programmable in detail, as you are used to
from the MOTIF series of synthesizers.
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MO T I F S O UN D S F O R I N S P I R A TI ON ,
US B F O R XP A N D E D I N TE G R A TI ON

MX61

MX49
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Y am a ha M X 49/ M X 61
Qu ic k G u id e :
Mus ic pro d u ct i o n a n d Co m pu ter Integra tio n

After we have discussed the Performance mode of the

Since the MX49/MX61 is always in Performance mode, the EDIT

MX49/MX61 in the issue 02/2013, this time we will

mode is used for the processing of SINGLE, LAYER and SPLIT

discuss the music production and computer integration.

performances as well as for setting the MULTI-Parts. The operation

The multitimbral use of the MX49/MX61, which is required for song
recordings, also takes place in the Performance mode. Each of the
16 Performance Parts has a Voice assigned to it and these 16 Parts
are controlled on separate MIDI channels (Receive Channel).
The 16 Performance Parts can be controlled by MIDI data coming

and structure of each Part is the same in all cases.
The PART SELECT function allows direct access to all 16 Parts of the
MX49/MX61 directly from the instrument.
The PART SELECT function allows direct access to all 16 Parts of the
MX49/MX61 directly from the instrument.
All factory Performances have already been prepared for the use as

either from an external DAW (computer etc.) via a MIDI/USB cable

a Multi. In addition to the LAYER/SPLIT Parts 1 and 2 and the DRUM/

or directly from a USB flash drive („USB flash memory“). The Receive

RHYTHM Part 10 all the other Parts 3-9 and 11-16 have already

Channels 1 - 16 are assigned to the corresponding Parts 1 - 16.

assigned suitable Voices to them that fit the particular Performance.
The MX49/MX61 is designed to be combined with a computer and
the included software to make a comprehensive „All-In-One“ music
production system, which consists of various hardware and software
components that will be discussed here in turn.

Built-in MIDI/Audio-USBInterface and Audio input
A USB-Audio/MIDI-Interface is integrated in the MX49/MX61.
A single USB cable allows to establish both a MIDI and an audio
connection to a computer without any additional hardware.
The audio output of the MX49/MX61 can be routed as a stereo
signal to the computer and recorded on audio tracks.
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In reverse the audio output of the computer can be directed to

Numerous functions of the DAW software can be controlled using

the MX49/MX61, its volume is set with the parameter DAW Level

the Voice Category buttons 1 and 2 (selection of Remote Control

(UTILITY - General - DAW Level) and eventually the audio signal in

templates) and 9-10 (see caption).

conducted to the stereo output or the headphones output (Phones)
of the MX49/MX61.
The AUX IN is used to route external audio signals via the MX49/
MX61 to the PC.
So for MIDI recordings (internal tone generator) and audio
recordings (AUX IN) no additional Audio/MIDI interface is required.
For connecting the MX49/MX61 to your computer you have to install
the latest Yamaha Steinberg USB Driver, which can be downloaded
here:
http://download.yamaha.com/

Particularly interesting are the special AI KNOB functions JOG and
LOCK.
Upon activation of JOG the time position of the sequencer can be

In addition, the MIDI Port used by the MX49/MX61 must be set to

controlled with the AI KNOB. In combination with STOP and PLAY

USB, which, however, is already the case in the factory setting.

this allows a convenient control of the transport functions.

The setting can be made here:

Upon activation of LOCK the AI KNOB is permanently assigned to

UTILITY - 02:MIDI – ENTER - MIDI IN/OUT = USB

the last selected parameter of the DAW or the VSTi. This parameter
can be controlled by the AI KNOB even when the mouse cursor is

Remote Mode

somewhere else.

In Remote mode selected functions of external DAW applications

The MX49/MX61 Remote mode features more than 50 templates

(Sonar Cubase, Logic Pro, Digital Performer) can be controlled with

for the most popular VST instruments. When you select one of these

the controls of the MX49/MX61.

templates the Knobs of theMX49/MX61 are automatically assigned

For using the Remote Control functions with Cubase the installation

to the parameters of the VST instrument.

of the MX49/MX61 Remote Tools is required.
The MX49/MX61 Remote Tools can be downloaded here:

When selecting the VSTi HALion Sonic template for example the
Quick Controls can be controlled using the Knobs.

http://download.yamaha.com/
If you want to use the Remote Control functions with Logic Pro,

Song Playback (MIDI and

Digital Performer, or SONAR several specific preferences must be

Audio)

set in the DAW (see Reference Manual, page 33).
The particular DAW is selected in the MX49/MX61 in UTILITY - „04:
Remote“ with the parameter „DAW Select“.
The Remote mode is finally activated with the DAW REMOTE button.
In Remote mode, the STOP and PLAY buttons of the MX49/MX61
function as transport control buttons for the connected DAW.
The [DATA] dial of the MX functions as AI KNOB for Cubase in
Remote mode.

Standard MIDI files (Format 0) or audio files in WAV format
(44.1kHz/16 bit stereo) can be played back in the „EXT. SONG“
screen directly from a USB stick which is connected to the USB-toDevice port of the MX49/MX61.
During playback the currently selected Performance can be used to
add some live playing. The PART SELECT function can be used, too,
so that sound changes are possible.

The AI KNOB (Artificial Intelligence knob) can control any parameter

However, it‘s not possible to simultaneously play back MIDI files and

that is selected with the cursor in the main window of Cubase and

WAV files. WAV files and Rhythm Patterns or MIDI files and Rhythm

plug-ins.

Patterns cannot be used at the same time, too.
As soon as you start a Rhythm Pattern or select another Performance,
the playback of the MIDI or WAV file will be stopped.
E xamp l e : P l ayin g Lead Vo ice s to an au d i o
p l ayback
1. Press SHIFT/SELECT to perform a „Quick Reset“ to activate the
Default mode
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2. Press PART SELECT and choose Voices for some Parts (eg Parts

Besides the classical Arpeggio functions the MX49/MX61 - depending

1 - 4) that are suitable as lead sounds for the audio playback.

on the Arpeggio Type - can even recognise chords. This means that

You can switch between the choice of Voice Category and Voice

musical ideas and smaller arrangements can be played live using
reharmonisation (chord recognition). The factory Performances

Number using the cursor keys (up and down). Select the Voice

make plenty of use of that function.

category and Voice with INC + DEC or the data dial

The MX49/MX61 thus becomes a very creative & powerful source of

3. Copy a WAV file (44.1kHz/16-bit stereo) that is suitable as
an audio playback onto a USB stick. But don‘t use any folder as
the MX49/MX61 can only load files from the root directory of the
USB stick

inspiration and a composition help.
The ARP switch turns the Arpeggiator globally on and off. This setting
is effective for the Parts in which the Arpeggiator is activated.
The setting of the Arpeggiators is done in the EDIT mode.
In EDIT Common - „04: Arp Switch“ the global parameters are

4. Connect the USB stick to the USB-to-Device port of the

found which act on both Arpeggio Parts.

MX49/MX61

There, among other things, the Tempo can be set (5-300 BPM).

5. Press EXT. SONG and select the desired WAV file from the

In EDIT - Part - „03 Arp Select“ individual Arpeggio parameters can

USB stick

be set for the Part:
• Switch on/off (Part)

6. Use the cursor down button to navigate to the parameter

• Hold on/off

„WAV Volume“, which is set to 100 by default, but should be

• Arp Category + Type

significantly reduced for a normalized WAV file to be in the right

• MIDI Out on/off

volume balance with the Lead Voice
7. Start the playback of the WAV file with PLAY and play one of

The Arpeggio playback can also be transmitted via MIDI OUT,
which allows the recording of the Arpeggio data with an external
sequencer. To do so the above listed parameter „MIDI Out“ (EDIT

the previously selected Lead Voices. Activate the PART SELECT

- Part) has to be set to „on“. A detailed description of the recording

function and select other Parts in order to change sounds for the

of Arpeggio data can be found in the Reference Manual, page 29.

Lead Voice. If necessary re-adjust the „WAV Volume“ parameter

Knobs and Contr ollers
Follow the same steps to play back Standard MIDI files (format 0).
Here, however, it must be kept in mind that some Parts are controlled
by the sequences of the MIDI file. The Parts you want to play by
yourself should therefore be selected carefully.
Basically, it is also possible to play back Standard MIDI files in GM

With the Knobs A - D the most important sound parameters can be
easily changed in real time. The knob movements can be used as
a continuous sound modulation and can be recorded with external
sequencers.
But also for the editing of sounds the Knobs offer greater comfort
than the editing in EDIT mode. The parameter changes produced

or XG format because the MX49/MX61 features the required GM

by the Knobs are automatically mapped to the corresponding EDIT

Voices. But in general, it is recommended to optimise the GM songs

Displays (Common or Part).

on the MX49/MX61. In particular, a Lead Part should be programmed

The KNOB FUNCTION button is used to toggle between the three

with a suitable solo Voice for an unused Part in the setup.

rows of the parameter matrix, the green LEDs indicate the currently
active row.

The 2-Part Arpeggiator
The Arpeggiator triggers Arpeggio Phrases, riffs and Drum Patterns
according to the notes that are played on the keyboard. In the
MX49/MX61 999 Arpeggio Types are available, which are divided
into 15 categories.
A maximum of two independent Arpeggiators can be used.
Part parameters („Arp Select“) specify which Parts should use the two
available Arpeggiators.

If the switch PART 1-2 LINK is on, the Knobs control Parts 1 and
2 simultaneously. This corresponds to the same global sound
parameters in EDIT - Common..
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If the switch PART 1-2 LINK is off, the Knob movements are effective
only for the currently selected Part.
Here is an overview of all Knob Functions with the appropriate
MIDI controller numbers that are of importance for the output to
external sequencers as well as for the reception of the corresponding
controller events:

Peter Krischker
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John Me las T oo l s f or MOXF
MOTIF T o o ls Up d a te V 2. 3. 0

Since December 2013 the John Melas Tools are also
available for the synthesizers MOXF6 and MOXF8. Only
a short time after the publication of the MOXF series
the dedicated software developer from Greece has
released his Tools for the new addition to the MOTIF
series.

Each mode of the MOXF is supported with a special module. It is

Previous editions of the Music Production Guide already covered the
John Melas Tools in some articles. If interested, here‘s a list of the
articles plus links to the corresponding edition.

With correctly installed Yamaha USB driver this function works

MOX6 / MOX8: John Melas Tools with MOTIF XF/XS Import (p. 6)
http://easysounds.eu/MusicProductionGuide_2011_06_EN.pdf
Total Librarian for MOTIF / MOX / S series (p. 6)
http://easysounds.eu/MusicProductionGuide_2011_09_EN.pdf

possible to purchase each module individually. The modules are
clearly laid out, so working with the software is very intuitive. For
example, the connection between the instrument and the software
can be established using the so-called „Autoconnect“ function.

without having to waste a thought on MIDI ports. From the main
user interface a jump into meaningful summarised parametersets is
just a mouse click away. Parameter changes are possible by using
the scroll wheel of a mouse or by entering a value directly with the
keyboard or even by using the MOTIF‘s keyboard (to define Velocity
or Key Ranges).

John Melas Tools for Yamaha MX49/MX61 and DTX700 (p. 20)
http://easysounds.eu/MusicProductionGuide_2013_01_EN.pdf

Overview
The John Melas Tools as a software bundle include the following
products:
• Total Librarian
• Voice Editor
• Drum Kit Editor
• Performance Editor

Changes are transmitted immediately, store functions can also be

• Mix Editor

triggered from the software. Free demo versions of all modules -

• Master Editor

with highly limited features - are available.
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Update for all
The John Melas tools are now available for the following Yamaha
synthesizers from the MOTIF family: MOTIF XF, MOXF, MOTIF XS,
MOTIF-RACK XS, S90 XS / S70 XS, MOX, and MX. Along with the
release of the Tools for MOXF the existing versions were provided with
an update to version 2.3.0. Apart from small product improvements,
including the rendering of fonts, the Total Librarian was given some
exciting new features. One of the essential features of the Total
Librarian is the exchange of patches between different instruments.
With the update, it is now possible to import MOXF patches in other
instruments of the MOTIF series. Furthermore, you can rearrange
Banks while importing a file.

MOXF Specials
A key feature of the new MOXF is the broad compatibility with the
MOTIF XF series. However, the import of MOTIF data into a MOXF
is associated with some preliminarities, since the number of Voice
Banks and Performance Banks does not match. In the MOXF three
Voice and two Performance Banks are available, while the MOTIF
XF offers four Banks for Voices and Performances. In connection
with the dependencies between the Voices, Performances, Song-/
Pattern-Mixings, and Master programs, there is a lot to consider.
For such a case, you will earnestly appreciate the quality of the Total
Librarian. In the MOTIF version all required User Voices can be
copied to the Banks 1-3 and the Performances to the Banks 1 and 2.
The Dependency Tracker ensures that for example a Pattern Mixing
„finds“ the necessary Voices even after their relocation.
The thus prepared MOTIF file can then be easily loaded into the
Total Librarian for the MOXF and transmitted to the instrument. This
guarantees a very comfortable work.

Summary
The John Melas tools are available as a bundle for 95 EUR per
instrument. Single modules vary from 20 to 35 EUR. John Melas
A highlight of the update is certainly the support of Pattern Mixings
including Mix Voices. The well thought Dependency Tracker ensures

offers special conditions for customers who already have purchased
a product and, for example, now want to upgrade from the MOX to
the MOXF. Users who work with Flash Modules and Sample based

that „relationships“ are always clarified in the organisation of

libraries should consider the bundle „Complete Pack + Waveform

the different patches such as Voices, Performances, and Master

Editor“, which also includes the unrivaled Waveform Editor. The

programs.

value for money is undefeated in my opinion, considering the
available options in relation to the time savings. The update to the
current version 2.3.0 is free for registered users.
For more information visit the MOTIF website of the developer, John
Melas.
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/products.php
Have fun with the tools
Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)

That saves a lot of thinking and writing work in compiling different
libraries or files for the use in the instrument. Also, it may be helpful
from time to time, for example, to check individual Voices on their
belonging to other modes. Here the ToolTips are of good use, which
appear when you hover the mouse cursor over a Voice.
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KARMA MOTIF Version 3.1
Good news for MOTIF Users in January 2014: Karma-

KARMA Motif brings the award-winning and patented KARMA

Lab has released KARMA Motif Software Version 3.1,

algorithmic music technology to a number of Yamaha MOTIF-based

a major update that adds support for several more
Yamaha instruments and Mac OS X Mavericks 10.9.
A free update for any current owners, version 3.1 adds the following
new features and improvements:
• Supports five Yamaha instruments: MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS,
MOXF, MOX, and MOTIF-RACK XS
• Supports Mac OSX 10.4.11 through 10.9.x Mavericks,
Universal
• Supports Windows XP through Windows 8.1, 32 and 64-bit
• Supports the Steinberg CMC-PD and CMC-QC external
controllers, along with others
• Adds additional control ports for use with more external
devices at the same time

models, giving them extensive new interactive groove generation,
arpeggiation and arranger-like capabilities.
The software includes the ability to use the keyboard‘s Remote
Mode to control all of KARMA‘s functions directly from the keyboard,
while KARMA sends parameter information and values directly to
the keyboard‘s display. This allows you to control KARMA from the
keyboard without looking at the computer, and makes it feel like the
KARMA software is built-in to the keyboard.
Current owners are encouraged to read „What‘s new in
Version 3.1?“.

• New Previous Scene, Next Scene and Startup Scene functions

http://www.karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/files/What‘s_new_

• New Phase Activity Display shows the relationship of each

in_Version_3.1.pdf

Module‘s Phase Pattern
• Completely up-to-date Help File including .pdf version
• New and updated Tutorials (see also the Documentation Page)
http://www.karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/docs.html
• Other new features, enhancements, and improvements

This is a FREE update for current users; however, there is no
„updater“ - you must uninstall/remove the older version of the
program, backing up any data you may have created first to be safe
(of course), and run the full installer to install the new version.
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If you are a current owner and wish to update, please see the updates page for complete details and to request your copy of the full installer.
For more information please use the following link.
KAR MA MOTI F Updates Page
http://www.karma-lab.com/updates/kmo/updates.html?p=updates/kmo/index.html
If you want to start with KARMA Motif 3.1 as a new user, you should visit the following link.
KA R MA MOTI F Software (neue Anwender )
http://www.karma-lab.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1&products_id=54
We‘ll provide you with more information in one of the next editions of the Music Production Guide.
Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)
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MO TIF X S /XF :
EXPLO RING SOUND :
Da nce P r o
Wo r ksho p Ser i e s f or Y a m a ha MOTIF User s

The Yamaha MOTIF brings electronic sounds for pop
and dance onto the stage. Soak up the synthesizer
workstation with the „Dance Pro“ set from Easy Sounds
and leave your laptop at home. This package includes

An over view of the content
The soundset was produced by Peter Krischker and includes 128
Voices that draw from the internal Waveforms of the MOTIF, plus
16 Drum Kits and 16 Performances. No less than 256 new User

templates for the creative keyboard player and for the

Arpeggios provide the rhythmic drive in the areas of „Drums“ and

use with a DAW like Cubase.

„Synth“. 96 MB of Samples with drum and percussion sounds and

Especially live keyboardists who cover the youngest chart titles and

329 Loops (WAV) add the set to a full pack.

want to give their band a current touch will find plenty of explosive

You can get to know Dance Pro in a number of ways. If you prefer

soundmaterial. Unlike traditional sounds such as piano, organ, or

to remain passive, just listen to the ten MP3 arrangements that are

brass, these synth sounds require creative playing. In plain language:

included as „additional content“. These ten songs can be loaded into

Depending on the sound structure you have to edit and modulate

a DAW (like Cubase) and rearranged as you like. Simply import the

the Voices for the MOTIF. Visit the „motifnews“ YouTube channel to

corresponding MIDI files and the associated drum and percussion

learn how to play the sounds of Dance Pro.

loops into your MIDI/audio sequencer.
Musicians who prefer to begin playing, should start with the
Performances: Hold down a chord on the keyboard, try the five
SF-buttons in turn and listen to the sounds the MOTIF creates.
Producers who want to be inspired by single sounds can do so with
the help of Arp Voices: From USR1: 065 you’ll find trance leads,
which, supported by the arpeggiator, will quickly animate you for
new hooklines.
Sooner or later you will also encounter some Voices that inspire by
a meditative effect and are suitable for lounge/chill out styles. One

Voices and Performances from Dance Pro are played live on

such example is the User Voice USR1: 124 „Soft Carpet“. Soon you

the MOTIF XS7. The video shows a short section

will see that Dance Pro is open for many varieties of electronic music.
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For some time now the sub-genre „DubStep“ is very popular in
dance music with its massively modulated basses that often stand
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demonstrates how a Waveform change may sound in a rhythmic
Synth Comping Voice. With this Voice you should also try pressing
AF and AF2.

in the center of arrangements by spectacular “wobbling”. The term

Actually timeless, but currently very popular in dance music is the

„wobble“ generally means shaking and swaying. In a synthesizer

growling effect. Saxophonists and other instrumentalists use this

this sound can be created especially with the help of an LFO,

tried and true effect for a long time. It is based on a simple trick: The

whose Speed is changed. Please take a look at the Voices in the

pitch is modulated by a Pitch LFO that is much faster than a normal

memory locations USR1: 045 - 040. Instead of filter LFOs here User

vibrato. Dance Pro offers some Voices with this effect: Besides USR1:

Arpeggio Patterns modulate the Filter Frequency periodically like an
LFO. The LFO Speed is synchronised to the Tempo. The basic Tempo
is determined by the Tempo that has been set in the Arpeggiator.

008 „Stereo Growl“ you will find a good selection of growling
sounds on USR1: 025-029.

So the speed of the wobbling can be set with the buttons SF1 to

Current crazy lead synths can be created not only by LFO but also by

SF5. Here, the speed varies mainly according to note values. The

Pitch Envelope. Two examples are USR1: „009 PitchFinger1 AS & AF“

wobbling can be switched off by pushing SF1.

and USR1: 010 „PitchFinger2 AS & AF“. Tip: Move the modulation

If you want to modulate the speed of the wobbling rather freely, you
have to deactivate LFO Tempo Sync. Now the LFO Speed can be

wheel all the way up before playing and experience a gradually
pleasant intensity of pitching.

changed spontaneously with a controller such as the modulation
wheel, while you create a rhythmic structure with the bass notes.
Here’s what to do on the example of the Voice USR1: 045 “SawOct
Wobble”:

Rhythmic pumping and onefinger chords
Developing synthesizer grooves does not only work with LFOs and

• Switch off the Arpeggiator and press the „Edit“ button

Arpeggiators, but is also done differently in dance music. In the

• Press F5 to display the Element LFO

studio the compressor is often used on pad sounds, with a rhythmic

• For all three Elements, enter: Speed = 0 and F Mod = 127

pulse (a kick drum on an audio track) fed into its side-chain input.

• Now press „Common Edit“ and go to the controller

The effect is a rhythmical pumping pad whose tones you hold on

assignment menu by pressing F4
• Make the following settings for Ctrl Set 1: Source =
ModWheel (01), Destination = E-LFO speed, Depth = +30

the keyboard. A whole series of such pumping pads can be found
on USR1: 077 – 080. For live use with the MOTIF this pumping
effect has not been created with two tracks and a compressor, but by

As a result, you can now change the LFO Speed intuitively by using

using an Arpeggiator with special User Control Arps. The speed of

the modulation wheel. Although this wobbling rarely works exactly

the pumping can be easily adjusted by the Arp’s Tempo. More than

tempo-synchronised, it appears more vivid than LFO Speeds which

that: Take the mentioned pumping Voices as templates for your own

always depend on the Song Tempo.

creations, in which you simply replace the Oscillator Waveforms
(Edit button, F1 Oscillator).

Variation by changing the
Waveform and growling
effect

So-called one-finger chords allow the live keyboardist to easily play
chords. Well then, Dance Pro includes some synth lead Voices that
either add a fifth (as in synth leads on tracks by David Guetta) or

Modulating the Filter or other sound parameters rhythmically is

feature chords with three or more tones. Such fifth-sounds that are

indeed very effective for creating tonal variety, but you can also

typical for dance are, for example, the Voices USR1: 006 „Be Cool!

exchange the synthesizer Waveform. A good example is provided

AF1 & 2“ and USR1: 007 „Fifth Square Again“.

by USR1: 017 „Play Waves AF 1 & 2“. Here you can quickly change
between three Waveforms by using the two AF buttons. First you hear
a sawtooth wave, pressing AF1 changes it to a sine, AF2 to a pulse

For more complex Voices with chords consisting of four notes - like
USR1: 014 „Broadband“ - you have to adjust the chord structure to

wave. When AF1 and AF2 are pressed simultaneously, a pulse and

match your song. After pressing the Edit button, go to F2 Pitch where

sine wave can be heard. The video shows how to replace the Osc

you can change the Pitch in semitones for each of the four Elements.

Waveforms inbetween individual phrases or even during a phrase

If you want to make this minor a major chord, go to Element 3 and

(eg, in a short break). The Voice USR1: 096 „Wanderer AF 1 & 2“

set Coarse from „-4 semi“ to „-3 semi“ - done!
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the sound considerably, like for example USR1: 018 „HiClick Hook
AF1 & 2“ demonstrates. Try the Effect Bypass here, too.
You can creatively work with the Delay effects by changing the FX
intensity. Try the Voice USR1: 017 „Play Waves AF1 & 2“, in which
you mute or enhance the Delay effect with the ribbon controller. Use
it in a musically meaningful manner, as demonstrated in the video.
So far for some simple tips to “Dance Pro“, which suggest at least
that don’t have to have the relevant plug-ins to enter the dance
charts. In any case with this extension you update your Yamaha
MOTIF with trendy synth Voices. Enjoy working on your sound!
Matthias Sauer
www.app-sound.com
One key, four notes. Voices like „Broadband“ allow impressive keyboard parts with relatively little effort. Change the
chord structure, depending on the key or song

LINKS
Video: www.youtube.com/user/motifnews
Sound product: www.easysounds.de

Filter modulation and effects
In dance music probably one of the most important means of
expression at all: the modulation of the Filter Frequency. The Voices
of Dance Pro very often make use of this modulation. For some Voices
this modulation is even an absolute must: USR1: 048 „DubStep
Digi“ or USR1: 052 „PumpingArp WetPlDist“. Here the modulation
wheel is used as with most Voices. But please do not forget to try the

pr oduction with a DAW

aftertouch for filter control - examples: USR1: 110 „Empty Plains“ or

In you home studio you have further opportunities
to develop the content of Dance Pro. The folder
„Additional Content“ contains some useful extras.

the aforementioned Voice USR1: 014 „Broadband“.

1) Import the ten demo arrangements, which consist of MIDI
files and individual audio tracks
2) Use the individual MIDI Phrases (Voice demo sequences)
for inspiration
3) Use and edit the special „Control Arpeggios“ as MIDI
sequences in your DAW. In this case, however, you must turn
off the Arpeggiator in the MOTIF

Playable electronic sounds
Absolutely try the aftertouch dynamics to control the Filter -

for band keyboardist without

such as in the Voice „Empty Plains“

having to install virtual tone

For the effects section the Amp Simulation brings the desired dirt

The solution: „Dance Pro“ for

into the sound. The Voice USR1: 053 „OffAttack_Play1 WetP“ shows

Yamaha MOTIF

generators on the laptop?

how drastically the basic sound can change. Try pressing the Effect
Bypass switch for the INSERTION effect. But also EQing can sharpen
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DT X 5 0 2 W o r k s h o p –
Ba sic s 2
E xten d in g t h e d r u m k i t w i t h
addi ti o n a l cy m b a l a n d t o m p a d s

Many drummers would like to integrate more toms,
a second crash or percussion in their drum kit. In this
workshop I would like to show you how easily you can
expand your Yamaha DTX502 drum kit. As you get the
Pads and holders individually, you can expand your
drum kit step by step.
If you set up your Yamaha DTX502 drum kit and wire the Pads,
you will quickly discover that all inputs are used. Therefore,

These figures represent the additional Inputs.
• Kick

8

• Tom1

10

• Tom2

11

• Tom3

12

This means that you can expand your drum kit by four Pads or
Triggers.

understandably, the question arises, where to connect more Pads
or Triggers.

Further Inputs on the DTX5 02

Additional Kick Input
The KP65 Kick Pad of the 502-series itself features an additional
Trigger Input.

module
First, take a look at the rear side of the
module.
The inputs for Kick and Toms are additionally
labeled with numbers.
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Different Pad settings

there, you have access to an additional
sound. This Input is ideal to connect
another crash, because most preset
Drum Kits already have a crash sound
assigned to it. You can however change
that at any time. The Trigger Channel
should be set according to the used Pad
or Trigger to ensure a perfect response.
By default the additional Kick Channel
is set for a Yamaha PCY90
Cymbal Pad. Yamaha even
offers an add-on package for a
second Crash Pad that contains
a PCY90 Cymbal Pad, a rack

You should “tell” your DTX502, which Pad or Trigger you have

attachment, the Pad mount and

connected to it to achieve an optimal trigger response. Press the

a cable..

button Shift & Menu (Save/Enter) and select menu 6 „Trigger“ using
the dial. Press the cursor button (arrow) to the right to enter the

Tom Inputs

Trigger menu. Go further to the right to call up the Trigger menu 3

and insert

„Pad Type“. Hit the Pad you wish to set up. Use the dial to select the

cables

correct Pad model and - important! - store your settings afterwards.

If you want to connect more Pads, you need insert cables or
appropriate adapters, which lead a stereo jack to two mono plugs
or sockets.

Hybrid Drum Kits
The extension is very simple: First, connect the stereo jack of an
insert cable to one of the Tom Inputs. Now you have two connectors
for that one Input - the two mono plugs or sockets, depending on
the used cable or adapter - and can connect the old and the new
Pad to it. There is a sound pre-programmed by Yamaha, but you
can change it any time. Just call up a User Kit and use it to program
your own Kit. This operation was described in detail in the last Music
Production Guide’s „DTX502 Workshop - Basics 1“.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

If you expand your acoustic drum kit with an e-drum kit, you
are building a so-called hybrid drum kit. This mix is becoming
increasingly popular. You can play acoustic sounds, but also rely on
modern electronic drum sounds. Using all Trigger Channels of the
module is ideal to exploit all the possibilities. In the next workshop I
will put together a great hybrid kit for you.
Have fun expanding your DTX502 kit
Yours Ralf Mersch
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Mus i c P r od uct io n G u i d e s –
compl ete a r ch i v e o n l i n e

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link
can be found to download a zip-file containing all
previous editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide
History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all
previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from
everywhere you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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Y a mah a Goo d ie :
MX49/ M X 6 1
Perfor ma n ce K i t

With the „Performance Kit“ there is free additional, yet high-quality
content available for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced by Yamaha
Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS and consists of the
following components:
• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB
(drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects,
and atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios
To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the
keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete you will receive an
e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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New Ya ma h a Go o d i e :
MOX „S oun d & G r o o v e K i t “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets fo r MO X
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Y amah a C P 1 Art i s t P erf o r m a n c es
A free soundset available in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
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MOTIF X F
Fl as h Memo ry
Conten t

Yamaha

third

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr.

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be

party software vendors to offer

Peter Jung (Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is

requested by sending an e-mail containing

an extensive amount of free and

based on recordings that were created over

optional Flash Memory content for

the past five years with the participation

registered MOTIF XF users.

of

The

flash

is

working

memory

with

content

package

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first
stock for a sample-library of up to 2 GB for
the non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF
XF. This content package contains three new
User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,
458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits.
It focusses on the sound categories piano,

two

well-known

Central

European

symphony orchestras.
The recorded sounds are very lively

the keywords „MOTIF XF Inspiration &
Symphonic“ to:
xfgoodies@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and
a link where the file can be downloaded.

and authentic. Some feature delicate
impressions of „disturbances“ that are
typical for strings, such as the sound of
slightly hitting the instrument body with the
bow. All recordings were digitally processed
on PCs, collaborating with well-known
sound designers.

organ, brass & reeds, pads, synths, oriental
instruments and drums.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice
bank also contains sounds of categories

These Voice Banks can be individually
loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the
MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is
installed.

like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acoustic
Piano, and Electric Piano.
To be able to load the complete All-file a
Flash Expansion Memory Module (512 MB

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features

or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices can also

128 User Voices, 34 User Waveforms and

be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the

336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).
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MOTIF X S :
Europea n L o y a l ty P r o gra m a n d
Ori ent a l S oun ds et
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains
the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and new choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic samples of oriental
musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient and
whatever you can imagine.
To register for the Loyalty program and the Oriental Soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
xsgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link
where the file can be downloaded.

S 90 XS / S 7 0 X S :
S o und p a ck a ge
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder-Voices
• The WAVpool contains 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
s90sxgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MOTIF - RACK X S :
Sound & I n f op a c k a ge
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive
guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
mrxsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

S90 E S, MO T I F-R ACK E S , MO 6/ MO 8 :
Sound & I n f op a c k a ge
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and
other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
popxpanded@esaysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

T ENORI- ON:
Europe a n V o ice & S a m p l eba n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & Samplebank“ to all
Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
tenorion@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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F ree Dr u m k it s
f or DTX 9 0 0 & D TX T R E M E III
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.
O ce a n Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F ree Dr u m k it s
f or th e D T X -MULT I 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DTX- MULT I 12 S o u n d s et :
„Ori ent a l Per cu s s i o n “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds from the DTX and
MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any
musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with the
best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned
to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on
behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion
instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and
many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen,
Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers.
Right now his band is working on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production of an electro-acousticoriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his own music
productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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F ree T u t or ia l DVD
f or MO T I F X S / X F U s ers
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all
registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music
production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics
like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and
much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the
keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubas e AI T ut o r i a l V i d e o s
f or reg is tered u s ers
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included
– for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good
reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music
production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end
studios not very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Opti on a l s oun d s et s f o r
MOTIF - Ser ie s / S - Ser i e s / MO
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for
dance, trance, pop, and electronic. Phat
leads & synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack
Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high
dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and
musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It
contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects,
spacy synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads,
and analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperience“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Or gan Se ssion“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different
recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

Ge neral Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios,
and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtre me“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impri nt & f u rt h er L i n k s

Important web sites
for MOTIF users

Yamaha
Music Production Guide

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production

including a comprehensive download section

product series and Computer Music Instruments

http://www.yamahasynth.com

Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
http://www.yamaha-europe.com

EASY SOUNDS
Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“

D-21033 Hamburg

downloads

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

http://www.motifator.com/

in cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Siemensstraße 43

http://www.easysounds.de

D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and

Music Production Guide
History

around

You can download all English editions already

Instruments.

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the
EASY SOUNDS website:
http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides.zip

Yamaha

synthesizers

about

recording,

software,

the

MOTIF

series,

and

Computer

Music

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music
Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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